2017 - Six-A-Side Soccer on 28. October @ the DSJ
DSJ’s Family day is approaching again and traditionally also the annual 6-a-side football
tournament organised by the DSJ-Altschüler Club. We would like to encourage relatives
and friends of the DSJ to participate in this fun event, in the following categories and
with each team consisting of 8 players:
Cat
Cat
Cat
Cat
Cat

1:
2:
3:
4:
5:

adult men (max 12 teams)
adult women (max 6 teams)
girls (students) from Grade 5 – (max 6 teams)
boys (students) from Grade 5-7 – (max 6 teams)
boys (students) from Grade 8-12 –(max 6 teams)

Each team will compete in at least 5 games of min 10 minutes. Prizes for all
participants. Number of teams are limited. So first come, first serve!
Registration closing Fr, 20.Oct.2017 and only with Chris Reuss.
Payments (only Cash or EFT): R 600 for student teams - R 1 200 for adults teams
Please use “Team [Name]- DSJ-Altschüler Cup” as reference
If CASH (only full team fees) in a closed envelope to DSJ reception or Chris Reuss
or
EFT: Acc-Name: DSJ-Altschüler Club - Bank: Nedbank
Account number: 107 652 0316
Branch: Central Gauteng 128 405

Confirmation e-Mail with proof of payment to chris@dsj-sc.com
“Kick-Off“ @ 10.00h  Teams must confirm their presence by 9.30h and warm up.

Please only wear takkies or hockey shoes – no soccer boots with studs!
REGISTRATION:
Team-Name:
Category (age group):
Captain + Cell:

TOURNAMENT RULES
1. THIS IS A FUN TOURNAMENT…!!!
2. Each team is allowed to have a maximum of 6 players on the
field
including 1 clearly marked goal keeper – (different color shirt)
3. Not allowed are (we don’t want any injuries):
3.1. Football shoes with studs (no exceptions!)
3.2. Watches or any other jewelry
3.3. slide-tackles
3.4. fighting
3.5. verbal abuse nor any kind of racist behavior
4. The format of the matches will be 10 minutes one way
5. During matches, the referee’s decision is final and may only be
queried by the captain on the field of play.
6. If a Final of a category ends in a draw, the match will go into
extra time of 5 minutes.
6.1. If there is no winner at the end of extra time, the final
will be decided on penalties 5 each, thereafter sudden death.
7. Back pass rule applies
8. Players and team staff are expected to uphold the principles of
Fair Play on and off the field.
9. Decisions made by the tournament organizers will be final.
10. No players or supporter are allowed between the 4 fields or
behind or next to the goal.

